"...A must-read for any new retail radio rep who wants to hit
the streets running and start making sales immediately..."
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Foreword
The VibeMaster
King of Retail Radio

Iwas ayoung man—twenty-three years old to be exact.
li was eager and determined to break into the world of radio.
After along and somewhat drawn out process of interviews
Ifinally landed what at that time was considered my first
radio gig. A phone book, telephone, desk—and Iwas off
to the races. In three months Iwould either be on my radio
way or on my way to Kinko's to make more copies of my
resume. Sitting in my seat in the far left corner of the sales
pit Iheard three words that Iwill never forget, "What's
doin', kid?"
"Are you talking to me?" Ithought. "Wow, this is my
chance. Ihave an opportunity to speak to the senior, most
respected account executive in the market, Jeff Siegel."
The people on the streets called Jeff the Pope, the Rabbi of
San Jose radio, and the VibeMaster. Jeff owned the streets.
He knew everyone and still does. Fortunately, Iwas smart
enough to realize Jeff was The Man, and The Man was
going to be the one to school me in radio sales.
"Get your jacket; we're taking aride," explained Jeff.
This was the beginning of my real education in the
competitive world of radio. Ihad the equivalent of a
Harvard professor in retail radio at my finger tips; Iwas
determined to be his best student. During that first ride
that lasted hours, Jeff gave me abroad orientation about
our radio station from sales to programming, the market
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competition, and the right questions to ask retail business
owners. Jeff was my first mentor in radio, and Iwasn't
going to let go. You have the same opportunity.
So, if you have decided that retail radio sales is the career
for you, then pay close attention to this little book. In it the
VibeMaster will teach you how to become agreat radio
sales rep. He can do for you what he's done for me: Just
five years after taking that first ride with Jeff Ibecame a
successful sales manager for aNumber One FM radio
station in the country's fourth largest market.

Bill Shadorf
-Bill listened and experienced how to deliver radio retail
results, and quickly achieved his own remarkable success
as Sales Manager of San Francisco's K101 AM/FM and
KABUAM.
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Introduction
This primer is for any person full of energy and
enthusiasm who wants to learn how to sell radio advertising
time. You love radio. So, Welcome Aboard! You've just
been hired.
The VibeMaster will teach you how to become agreat
radio sales rep. He will discuss how to get the most out of
your radio station's orientation and what you can learn from
each of the key department heads and other sales personnel.
He will show you how to put your energy to work
prospecting and how to nail those crucial sales
appointments.
The VibeMaster will explain how to handle good and
bad retail situations. He will teach you about servicing new
and existing radio accounts and even how to revive bad
debt accounts. He'll show you how to deal with small retail
advertising agencies that sign up your retail accounts and
how to work with them to build positive relationships.
The many down-to-earth basic rules and tips described
in this little book by the VibeMaster guarantees success
for you.
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Chapter One
Learn Everything You Need to Know
About Your New Radio Station

Getting off to agood start means listening
and learning.
Here's what you need to know:
To learn everything you need to know about your new
radio station, you need to meet all the players, from the
general manager to the office staff, including fellow
Account Executives. This will help you know how the
game is played inside and out. Here come The Players.
• Bring your yellow pad.
• Take notes.
• Ask questions.
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The Players
The General Manager
Your general manager will probably begin by giving
you information and background about the ownership and
history of the radio station, as well as what city your radio
is licensed to, its format (music, news, talk, rock and roll,
oldies, contemporary hit radio, adult contemporary, country,
etc.), dial position, disk jockey information, station hours,
and pertinent Federal Communication Commission laws
that govern all radio. The general manager will probably
tell you the wattage and antenna site of your radio station,
and he'll review the complete cycle of the sale procedures.
Pay close attention.
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The Business Manager
In the business department, the business manager will
explain how you should obtain, keep and maintain all your
paperwork in order. He'll discuss billing and collection
procedures, as well as charge-backs on advertising clients
who do not pay within ninety days. Charge-backs are
customers who lose money for you! Charge-backs are
commissions earned that asales rep will lose if the balance
due is not paid within 90 days, generally. The business
manager will also explain in detail how to use the client
master files.

The Sales Coordinator (Administrator)
As more and more radio stations provide individual
account executives with computers to write their own sales
proposals, the role of the Sales Coordinator will be different
than it has been in recent decades. The Sales Coordinator
will explain the flow of paperwork and procedures of your
radio station and for preparing your correspondence. Give
your Sales Coordinator enough time to help you prepare
your media kits and finalize your proposals. This person
helps you get the job done. Develop a good working
relationship with this person. A well thought out proposal
adds dollars to your monthly billing. Proposals equal
dollars. See Appendix for asample written proposal that
includes all the details that you discuss with your retailer
to achieve your mutual objectives.
See Appendix Afor sample of sales proposal
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The Program Director
From the program director you will learn your radio
station's complete story from A to Z, the rationale for the
station's selection of music, its choice of promotions,
information about the Dis on-air background, delivery, and
what sets your radio station apart from all the others. The
program director can also explain how the Arbitron survey
rating system works.

The Promotion Director
The promotion director will discuss the station's
promotional philosophies, what events the radio station
plans to attend, as well as what marketing vehicles (outdoor
billboards, bus ads, direct mail, contesting, on-street
visibility, television commercials, etc.), call letters, dial
position, and any significant positioning statements they
want to express. Promotion is the heart and soul of your
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radio station. If you know who the station promotes to,
you will know the type of clients to target for sales.

The Traffic and Continuity Director
The traffic and continuity director will teach you how
to write acorrect sales contract and show you how it is
entered into the computer. You will see how it looks on the
commercial log and where your client's commercials
actually run on the air. You will also learn how to fill out
acontinuity form. This form provides the traffic director
with the start and end date of your client's on-air contract
and the commercial or commercials to rotate during their
on-air flight schedule.
A radio on-air flight schedule is the amount of air time
aclient buys to get his message delivered to aparticular
listening audience (in other words, when the client wants
his commercials to be aired). Example: "I'd like to start
my advertising the week of Monday, February 9, through
Sunday, February 15, from 6:00 am through 8:00 pm."
That time period is called an on-air flight.
Now with your basic orientation behind you, it's time
to focus on and master your sales style, meaning how you
are going to pitch and then close your station's valuable
clients.
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The General Sales Manager and Sales Staff
The general sales manager and sales staff have alot to
say. Now that you've learned everything you need to know
about your radio station, it's time to meet the general sales
manager and each individual sales executive from the most
senior sales person to the newest and see how each one
sells radio air time. Here is what they will probably tell
you:
1. Know your product. Your product is your radio
station. Know it inside and out. Learn its features
and special programs as well as its identification
statements.
2. Learn everything that you can about the
demographics (statistical characteristics of a
listening audience that includes age and gender) and
psychographics (qualitative profiles that can be
further defined by income, education, life-style
activities, and consumer habits) of your own radio
station listener, as well as the demographics and
psychographics of the market your radio station is
operating in, commonly known as the Metro Survey
Area or Metro.
3. Learn everything that you can about the competing
radio stations in your market area.
4. Learn everything you can about the competing
media, such as who advertises on billboards, in the
Sunday newspapers, in magazines, and on television
and cable tv stations in the market.
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5. Learn everything you need to know about
prospecting new business leads and about
developing and closing new business. When you can
bring in new clients, you are on your way to a
successful career in radio sales.

How many
newspapers
in town?
How many
radio stations
in our
metro?

24
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Chapter Two
Now It's Time to Get Down to Business

The first stage of developing your client list is
prospecting. How well you prospect new clients will
determine how successful you will be.

Prospecting
The VibeMaster cannot emphasize strongly enough how
important good prospecting is. It's the heart and soul of a
successful sales career. New business equals higher
commissions and greater respect from management! This
is the time to put your energy to work for you. You've
worked hard to get here.
To learn everything you need to know about prospecting,
heed the following:

Drive the Streets Looking for Grand Openings
and New Construction Sites
Drive the main arteries and thoroughfares of the county
in which your radio station is licensed, i.e., your Metro.
Be focused on Grand Openings and new construction sites.
Look for businesses that reflect your radio station's
demographics. Those retailers will be easier to close
because their new stores will mimic your radio station's
targeted listener audience. New store owners have extra
Grand Opening dollars to spend on promotions. When
driving the streets, you will also find new construction sites.
Make sure to stop and talk to the construction workers to
find out what they know about which new business or
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businesses will be renting spaces once construction is
completed. Ask for the phone number of the real estate
broker management team or people who will rent the
spaces.
Take aWalk Through the Yellow Pages
When you take awalk through the yellow pages, be
sure to look for ads that mimic the categories of retail that
best suit your radio station's demographics.
Surf the Web
Use today's latest technology to find a wealth of
information on local, regional, national and international
business — it's all just amouse-click away! Utilize any of
the major Internet search engines (Yahoo, Excite, Lycos)
to find leads, contact names and phone numbers. Another
great place to look for new business is in competing
stations' web sites. See who their sponsors are and how
they are reaching the vast market of online junkies. The
VibeMaster also suggests you use the Internet as an
educational tool to research and learn about business
categories before the first call. Nothing is more impressive
than an AE who's taken the time to do his/her homework!
Scour the Daily and Sunday Newspapers
Again, as you prospect by scouring newspapers, mimic
the categories of retail that best suit your radio station's
demographics. For example, category prospecting includes
automotive with new and used cars, stores such as jewelry,
stereo, active life-style clothing, and health and beauty
stores as well as gyms, events, concerts, restaurants, music
clubs, etc.
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To exemplify category selling, if your radio station
targets a25-49 female listener and you are out driving the
streets prospecting new business, when you come across
aretail store selling young women's sweaters, the light
bulb should come on. You should recognize that that store
mimics your radio station's targeted listening audience and
is a good new business prospect. That is what good
category selling is all about.

Jeff's Rule: The easiest and most direct way
to close new business leads is to apply category
prospecting and selling.

Constantly Monitor the Other Stations
in Your Market
To monitor other radio stations, ask yourself, What radio
stations are the advertisers buying, or in other words, Who's
buying what from whom?

Meet and Greet the Retail Community
As my first sales manager, Ed Hoyt, Jr., often said to
me and Isay to you, "Go out and run for mayor." Meet
and greet the retail community. Introduce yourself to
retailers and ask what types of businesses they own,
operate, or work for. Request their business cards and
always give them yours. Then ask, "Would it be okay if I
called you at a later time to learn more about your
business?" This is your first experience in developing new
retail relationships. Good job!
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Eat, Drink, and Schmooz the Mixers
(Mixers are business community gatherings where you
can pick up alot of good leads from avariety of different
retail merchants and suppliers.) Be sure to attend alot of
mixers, and encourage your management to join all the
chambers of commerce in your Metro Area.

Ask for Referrals from Your Successful Clients
One of the best ways to develop potential prospects is
through acredible referral. Referral sources include friends,
family, clients, places you do business, other media reps
and reps from non-competing industries.

Dress for Success.
Your appearance is important? Your clients buy you!
Don't let your attire detract from your presentations.
Now that you have driven the streets, taken awalk
through the yellow pages, explored your radio station's
web site, scoured the daily and Sunday newspapers, started
monitoring other radio stations, and are eating, drinking,
and schmoozing the mixers to meet and greet your retail
community, while being dressed for success, it's time to
do something with your stockpile of leads. When you have
approximately 10 to 20 good targeted leads, you can make
that important first call and get an appointment with a
retailer, owner, or decision-maker.

Jeff's Rule: Learn to ask questions; don't be
afraid to ask. Ifyou don't ask, you won't learn.
If you don't learn, you can't succeed.
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That First Call
Pick up the phone and say, "Hello, my name is Jeff and
I'm with KXXXJ WXXX radio station. May Iplease speak
to the person or persons in charge of making your
advertising decisions? Is the owner in?" Once your question
is answered, say, "Thank you."

Jeff's Rule: in a retail store situation, nine
times out of ten, the owner makes the
advertising decisions. Be sure to get the
appointment with the owner or owners.

If the owner is in, you will usually be put on hold. Gather
and focus your thoughts so you can close that first
appointment. The key is setting up that first appointment.
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Let's Play Out the Scenario
Our decision maker, abusy retailer, comes to the phone
and you say, "Hi, my name is Jeff and I'm with I(XXX/
WXXX radio. I'd like to set up an appointment to speak
with you about your radio advertising. I'd like you to
consider including my station in your advertising or media
mix." (A media mix is when aclient puts together an
advertising budget and plans to get his advertising message
across to atargeted listening audience. For example, a
retailer wants to advertise his products with a $10,000
monthly budget. The retailer decides to buy radio, bus
advertising, and adaily and Sunday newspaper. This is a
media mix.) "I will be in your area next Tuesday. What
would be aconvenient time for you?"
"Tuesday would be fine. How about four o'clock?"
Congratulations! You've closed your first appointment.
What to Do When You're Turned Down
Icouldn't get the client to commit to an appointment on
the phone. Now what? Don't let your new prospect get
away. Tell the retailer you will be in his or her area anyway,
and you'll drop in because you'd like to see the layout of
the store and specifically who his major manufacturers are.
Conclude the conversation on apositive and courteous note
by saying, "I look forward to meeting you. Thanks for
taking my call."
Plan to drop in to see the new prospect's location. Here's
agood opportunity to become familiar with your new
prospect's merchandise. What is she or he selling? How
busy is the store? How many sales clerks are there? Is there
anything unusual going on here? Get the feeling for the
place. Address acounter person by saying, "Hi, I'm Jeff
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from KXXX/WXXX radio station and I'd like to speak to
your store owner."
Wow! Opportunity knocks! Your timing is good. Sue,
the owner, just walked in. Know what you want to say. Be
prepared to ask about Sue's store. In other words, ask how
Sue's business is doing. Also be prepared to present your
radio station precisely and concisely. Be ready to answer
all of Sue's questions as well. If you can't answer all the
questions then, at least write them down and make sure
you get back to Sue with your answers. Also, always be
prepared to sell your radio station on the spot.
Sue is now standing right in front of you saying, "I have
five minutes. Tell me why Ishould buy your radio station."
When that situation happens, proceed with lots of energy
and enthusiasm to sell your station. Again, try to find out
as much as you can about Sue's business. Finding out about
Sue's business will give you crucial information for closing
this sale.
Or, if Sue doesn't have the time right then, get her to
agree to an appointment now that she's looking you in the
eye. Good job. You got the appointment.

Jeff's Rule: Always be ready to present and
close new clients. Never be without a
broadcast calendar, a notepad, a cakulator,
and a positive attitude with energy and
enthusiasm.
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"Oh my god...an advertising agency just
picked up my new retail client.
Now what do Ido?"
In prospecting new business, you just might run into
the following situation. You find anew lead, and you call
for the appointment. Mr. Retailer says he can see you next
Thursday at 3o'clock.
It's now Thursday at three and you're facing Mr. Retailer
in the flesh. He says he would like to do business with
your radio station, but he has just signed up with asmall
advertising agency. He'd like you to work directly with
the new agency. Now you call the account rep or buyer at
the Jones Advertising Agency, to make an appointment.
The agency rep turns out to be well acquainted with your
radio station. As amatter of fact, he actually worked for
the station five years ago.
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It's at this point that most new sales reps might think
that they just hit an automatic close. Be careful here! Big
MISTAKE if you think this is going to be aslam-dunk
order.
Let's play out what really might happen: Over the next
two weeks you work out the retailer's schedule with Jones
Advertising for $2,500. You feel real confident, get excited,
go back to the radio station, and hype up the potential sale
to your fellow sales reps. You feel great. You're thinking
this is aslam-dunk. Be extra careful because it probably
won't turn out as you expected. The agency rep from the
Jones Agency phones you and wants abetter deal for the
client. You go back to your manager and he agrees after
considerable discussion to give you abetter deal. You write
up the new contract.
Just ten days before the on-air start date, you are still
not exactly getting the go-ahead from Jones Advertising,
although Jones Advertising is hopeful that the retail client
will keep the revised contract and start on the air as
scheduled. At this point awarning red light should begin
to flash because you begin to feel that you might have to
go back to your general sales manager again to revise or
even cancel the contract. You're right, red faced rep! It
looks as if you've screwed up. Every rep does, but learn
from your errors and take steps so it won't happen again.
If you had followed the VibeMaster's next rule, it would
not have happened.
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Jeff's Rule: Never assume an automatic close.
Otherwise, you'll be ared-faced rep.

What Went Wrong Here and What Should You Have
Done to Prevent It from Happening?
1. You should have done your homework. You should
have checked the history of the retail client to see if
he had aprevious on-air track record with your radio
station. You allowed Jones Advertising to lead you.
2. You should have dropped in to see the retailer in his
store again. You should have asked the retailer to
introduce you to his new agency with a
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recommendation to put your station on the buy. You
missed abig opportunity to develop arelationship
with the retailer. You never know, tomorrow the
retailer might drop Jones Advertising and you would
be out of the sales loop because you were never in.
3. You didn't ask the tough questions of yourself or up
front with Jones Advertising, such as:
• What do you really know about this retailer's
advertising record?
• Is his word good?
• Is his commitment good? Or has history shown
he is aflake?
• How long has Jones Advertising had the account?
• Who is responsible for paying the radio station's
invoice? Remember, advertising agencies receive
a15% commission for the job they do. Your radio
station receives 85% of the commission; therefore,
whose account is it, really? Never walk away from
your retail client.
• You didn't ask yourself if this was asure thing,
or if Jones was trying to grind you down to get a
better deal to close the retailer. Make sure you
always ask the tough questions up front. Then you
won't be ared faced rep.
• Learn to think before you act.
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• Do your homework.
• Size up every situation thoroughly.
•Take your time.
• Be careful.
• Especially ask more experienced reps, as well as
others at the station, how they would handle this
situation and other difficult situations. Ask what
they know about the agency rep at Jones
Advertising who worked at the radio station five
years ago.

Jeff's Rule: Always keep the retailer as your
client. Never walk away from aretail client.
Never give total control to aretail advertising
agency.
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If you follow the rules for prospecting, you will close
new business. Closing new retail business will give your
sales manager confidence in you and your ability to service
existing on-air accounts.
Once you've arrived in the sales manager's eyes, you've
arrived! Now that the sales manager has seen that you can
prospect and close new retail business, she or he will have
the confidence in you to allow you to service an existing
on-air account. This may be your first shot at areal radio
client—this is your big opportunity to do the job and be a
success!
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Chapter Three
Servicing Your Accounts

Servicing an existing account is like prospecting. First
you have to research the master account file for the history
of the client—especially the payment history. Then you
want to get in front of the client, so make an appointment
to stop by and get acquainted with your client's store.

Jeff's Rule: Aface-to-face appointment gives
you and your radio station a big advantage.
GET IN FRONT OF THE CLIENT

Servicing existing clients also entails many weekly
responsibilities. Once you've done your homework at your
radio station, it is time to contact the client by phone. The
first telephone call is essential. Like prospecting, you want
to get the appointment. Then you want to drop into the
client's location to see for yourself what your new client's
store is all about. Here's what you need to know.
Your Retailers Products
New radio dollars are in front of you, so check out your
retailer's products. When you are looking around your
retailer's store checking out what products they carry, make
sure you write down the main or targeted products you see
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on the shelves. If you're not sure from looking, then ask
what the store's main targeted products are. Also ask what
manufacturers your retailer has good relationships with.
Getting Extra Dollars from Manufacturers
and Retailers
Good relationships between retailers and manufacturers
mean that the manufacturers will invest in your retailers.
That is how you go about finding new radio dollars.
Research all co-op and manufacturing dollars for your
retailer. Meet and talk to these players, the manufacturers,
to find out what type of incentive programs they offer.
The reason behind this is that besides the normal co-op
percentage the retailer will get from the manufacturer
(usually 2 to10 % of goods ordered by quarter or by
calendar year), your manufacturer will also have a
completely separate budget to spend on that specific
geographic region. Big extra dollar potential here! So, read
your clients' needs. Then, go back to your manager at the
radio station and put a completely different package
together for the manufacturer. When you do this you have
potentially opened ahuge profit center for your radio
station. Spend alot of time learning to do this and you
will become avery successful seller.
That Essential First Call
When you phone, first ask if you called at aconvenient
time. You want your client's full attention and you don't
want him or her to feel bothered or pressured. If yes, get
to the point of your call, quickly. Here's an example of
what you might say:
"Hi, I'm Jeff from 1000C/W,OCX radio station, and
I've been assigned your account." (You might ask some
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of the following questions) "How's business?...Did you
have a busy weekend?...Did you listen to your radio
commercial?" Listen carefully to the responses—not just
to the words, but also to the tone. In brief, read the
conversation carefully. List any and all objections stated
by the client. You will need to address these at alater time.
Overcoming aclient's objections will make it easier for
you to close the business. You will be one step closer to
closing new business. In turn, this means you have done
your homework well and learned everything you can about
the market and your radio station.
Continue with, "I'll be in your area next week to drop
off some goodies (decals, movie passes, discount lunch
coupons, tickets, or other items that all reps should be sure
to obtain from their promotion manager's prize closet),
and Iwould like to sit down and review our past success
and discuss next month's radio advertising budget." Once
you've gotten the okay to drop by, set the time and date
for the appointment with your new client.

Jeff's Rule: Really listen to your clients' words
and tone. If you understand their needs, you
will be able to deliver successful results. Read
your clients' needs. Read your clients'
conversations. Read your client!
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A Typical Existing Account Scenario
Good News Scenario
Retail Example: Steve and Julie's Stereo Store
Although the retailers used in the following typical
existing account scenario are stereo store owners, what
happens with them is applicable in most retail category
selling. Imagine your own retailers as you read about Steve
and Julie.
Steve and his wife, Julie, are the owners of alocal stereo
store who are doing well and buy KXXX/WXXX radio
station two weeks per month. In checking the files, you
note that Julie and Steve have been talking about expanding
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to asecond location. If this is true, you want to be sure that
you expand with them. Here's atypical scenario that works
with owners like Julie and Steve.
When any retailer plans to expand with anew item to
his or her store or by adding anew department or section
or adding new locations, there are BIG opportunities and
BIG dollars here.

Jeff's Rule: Always grow and expand with
your retailer. This will give you lots to talk
about.

You arrive at Steve and Julie's store and check right
away to see if they have time to see you. They know that
you're bringing goodies such as caps, t-shirts, coffee mugs,
pencils, pens, decals, movie passes, compact discs of what
the radio station is playing, and key chains; therefore, they
usually are happy to see you. Goodies are very important,
even if they're not expensive. They are good relationship
builders. Julie invites you into the office. You sit down
and immediately take the opportunity to see what kind of
people Julie and Steve are and what interests they have.
From just looking around you quickly learn alot about
this couple. You note on the walls photographs that show
them with their family skiing. You see golf bags in the
corner and apicture of Steve being awarded aprize at a
local golf tournament.
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You do alittle chit-chat about things you know this
couple is interested in. Chit-chat is really important. It's
what establishes, enhances, and maintains rapport and trust.
Chit-chat goes something like this:
"How's it going? Did you watch the Game? Especially
that last play at the end of the fourth quarter?.. .Oh, yeah,
before Iforget, how'd your golf tournament go?...Great!"
or "too bad, better luck next time. What agood looking
family. Do any of your kids play school sports?"
After chit-chat, you now feel you can get down to
business comfortably. You've made it easy for the clients
to open up and talk. They will be more open and honest
when it's time to talk business. Time will be saved too.

Jeff's Rule: Chit-chat is really important. It's
what establishes, enhances, and maintains
rapport and trust.

Now ask about their advertising plans: "Did the last radio
schedule you bought on our station produce results?...You
mentioned you will be opening a new location.
Great!...Where will your next location be?...How large a
store?...Will you carry the same kind of merchandise?...
Will you add a new stereo line?...Who will be your
competition?...(Of course, you will already have researched
their competition in case Steve and Julie haven't.).. .When
will you open the new location?" ...Do as much fact-finding
as you can.
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Jeff's Rule: Do as much fact-finding as you
can. The more you know about your client's
business, the easier you will be able to get
them on the radio.

Finally, move into the tough part of your meeting with
Steve and Julie. Ask, "How did last month's radio schedule
work for you?" This is one of the most important
questions you can ask. This is when you find out what
their expectations are from your radio station. If their
expectations are unrealistic or too high, it's your job to
explain how radio really works and what their expectations
should be. What you are working toward at this point is
an agreememt that is satisfactory to both of you.
The following is how Gregory "Ike" Isenhart, areal
strong retail radio and advertising closer, describes the
pre-sell:
"Here's a quick synopsis of how to handle the preselling of an account before the on-air schedule starts:
Pre-selling on how advertising works. Don't expect
miracles. You want the retailer to understand that
advertising, whether it be print, radio, tv, direct mail, is
not a magic wand that influences customers to your
doors."
"You want the retailer to understand that through
advertising you are creating brand equity—which simply
means that everyday customers are moving closer and
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closer to the bull's eye—which means at some point they're
ready to purchase aproduct. Consequently, if you keep
your name and the ultimate selling points ofyour business
in front of the customer, when the time comes to purchase,
top-of-mind awareness will kick in to generate traffic. At
this point, the media mix has done its job and it's then the
responsibility of the retail sales department in your business
to close the sale. Advertising can only bring them to the
door!"
You must clarify the agreement with Julie and Steve
several times with radio examples, so that both can move
forward and plan arealistic advertising schedule with
realistic results. Be sure to not only explain and clarify
every detail, but also use paper and pencil to graphically
support what you are saying. Do not rush. Give your clients
time to absorb what you are saying. Often new reps lose
their sales right here: They don't take enough time talking
and explaining to their retailers before saying, for example,
"So, Julie and Steve, if your advertising on 1000C/WXXX
radio station brought you three to five new customers a
week or approximately 20 to 25 new customers per month,
could we come to an agreement that my radio station is
successful in making your cash register ring and in
delivering realistic results?"

Jeff's Rule: Always come to an agreement with
your retailer on what realistic results are for
the retailer's success.
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Then continue, "Should we go with the same plan or a
different one?" Now listen carefully to what Steve and Julie
have to say.
Again, it's always important to hear what the client has
to say and for the client to know that he or she is being
heard. Steve or Julie might respond by saying, "Yes, it did
okay, but not what we really expected. We're hoping that
with a second store we can do better." During this
conversation, you, the sales rep, should already be
developing in your mind anew advertising plan for longterm success.
First, you will want to offer some ideas and explain the
reasons behind your thinking. It is essential to make
everything as clear as possible. In this case you might say,
"Julie and Steve, the reason why Iwent so heavy on the
morning drive is that my morning show dominates the 18
-34 year old market, and your typical stereo store
customers are also 18 to 34 year olds. But, I've also been
thinking about a great idea that should draw a lot of
attention to your Grand Opening." Retailers are always
looking for good ideas. The fastest way to close adeal is
to have plenty of good ideas and to be able to present them
clearly.

Jeff's Rule: The fastest way to close adeal is
to have plenty of good ideas and to be able to
present them clearly.
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At this point what asales rep is doing is laying the
groundwork for his or her clients to buy your radio station
and feel good about it. To do this Steve and Julie have to
trust their rep and what their rep is telling him or her. Trust
is the key to agood relationship with the clients, their rep,
the radio station, and the clients' overall success.

Jeff's Rule: The most important element with
aretail client is to build trust between rep and
client.

You now might say, "Julie and Steve, let's put some
thoughts into aGrand Opening on-air promotion." They
are now listening intently. "What if we get XYZ Stereos,
one of your long-time manufacturers, to donate afree
stereo. Through your radio commercials we will invite my
listeners to stop by your new store and enter to win the top
prize, afly-away to Seattle for arock concert, with limo,
hotel, and dinner after the concert, all included. Steve and
Julie, that's why Iwant to run those evening spots, when
most of the 18 -34s are listening. Plus, we just added a
special feature on Sunday nights. I'll include you as a
sponsor during our promotion" (commonly known as On
Air Added Value).
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Jeff's Rule: Remember, make sure your
promotional ideas mimic your retailers'
demographics and psychographics. Know
your retailers' customers and know your
retailers' manufacturer representatives. Ask
for a list of the phone numbers of all their
important manufacturer representatives.

If Steve and Julie like your plan, you should get back to
your office to write up the proposal as soon as possible.
Then it's important to get back to Julie or Steve within
forty-eight hours with awritten proposal offering them the
same schedule at the same rate for the next 90 days, plus
the Grand Opening promotion with all its details. Let them
hear the spec spot that you have developed for the Grand
Opening commercial. You should go over the plan together,
and if Steve and Julie like the plan they might say, "We
will call the manufacturer's rep for stereos tomorrow to
set up ameeting." Togetherness is important, so you should
add, "I'll be happy to make the appointment for you."

Jeff's Rule: Make sure you get back to your
client with adetailed written proposal and spec
spot no later than 48 hours, and continue to
work out the details of the radio plan together.
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As the sales rep leaves the retail clients, heading back
to the radio station smiling, he or she should be reviewing
how to sell his/her promotional ideas to the promotional
director, program director, and sales manager, so the
promotion can be approved for Julie and Steve's Grand
Opening. Approval by the promotion committee means
big bucks for the sales rep. Be forewarned: It's
sometimes harder to sell your own station than it is to
sell the client. Think this through and plan it carefully.
Once the promotion committee approves the sales
promotion for Julie and Steve, and the sales manager
approves the radio schedule, it's time to put together and
present the final proposal. Make sure to include in the
written proposal some additional ideas on copy points for
the 60 second commercial. In working with Julie and Steve
to develop their copy points, remember, no matter what
details Julie and Steve want in their radio copy, they must
clearly state their offer to their customers with several good
reasons for why the customer should buy. For example,
they should include in their 60 second commercial the sales
price of their car stereos and their selling point that
installation is free. It is also important to include name
and location, name and location, name and location.

•

Jeff's Rule: In a60-second commercial, name
and location should be announced a
minimum of three or four times, if not more.
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Again, quoting Ike Isenhart:
"Another issue that is often overlooked in dealing with
retailers is the quality and substance of their on-air copy.
All too many times aretailer will state, `I have superior
customer service.' Well, today, everyone makes this claim.
It has become a very overused statement. Work hand in
hand with your retailer to identify what makes his or her
business different. Add substance to the copy. If you have
astrong call to action (a price point, warranty guarantee,
etc.), avery simple but well-crafted radio commercial can
work wonders."
Now you must return to your clients, Steve and Julie,
and go over the proposal in detail. Use all the skills you
have to get them motivated and excited with agood sound
plan for success.
When Steve and Julie say, "It sounds great. Let's do
it," you've completed the first step to success in having
them as long-term valuable clients. Now you need to work
out all the details. Job well done!
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A Typical Existing Account Scenario
Bad News Scenario

Retail Example: Joe's Jewelry Store
You worked hard; you put aradio plan together for Joe's
jewelry store that aired last week. Your expectations are
high. You feel good. Now's the time to call Joe, "Joe, how
did your radio ad work? Did you have abusy weekend?"
Joe says, "Jeff what happened? Ihad aterrible weekend.
Sales were slow."
This is acrucial point in anew rep's career: Do not
overreact! Instead say, "Joe, can you see me this
afternoon?" If Joe responds positively, say, "Good, I'll see
you in acouple of hours so we can discuss the situation.
Don't worry, Joe. We'll work it out together. We will figure
out what went wrong."
Later the same day at Joe's store, say, "Joe, good to see
you." Then ask the tough questions that include at least
the following two really important ones:
1. Joe, how many customers would you normally close
during aweek's business?
2. How many did you close last week?
Keeping in mind Jeff's Rule: Always come to an
agreement with your retailer on what realistic results are
for the retailer's success. The answers to the above
questions will give you agood idea of Joe's expectations
and why, in Joe's mind, the radio schedule did not work.
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After Joe gives you his answers, continue positively, "Joe,
let's listen to the ad again. Let's make sure we mentioned
the name and location enough times and your store hours.
Let's compare the different ads you ran in the newspaper
(or any other medium Joe used). Let's see if our sale items
had agood enough selling price to drive business. Let's
check the other jewelry store ads for the week. Maybe they
were priced better with awider selection. Joe, let's look
together. Also, let's get your manufacturer's reps on the
phone to check pricing for the area."
As stated before, manufacturing representatives are very
important to the success of any retailer and any radio rep.
These reps represent the companies that make up your
retailer store's inventories. If your manufacturer gives your
retailer acertain percentage of products bought toward
advertising, here's how it works. Let's say your retailer
sells jewelry and buys $100,000 worth of jewelry from
the manufacturer. Here is where the retailer could earn an
additional 2percent of the buy toward radio advertising.
That's why it's so important to get the manufacturer's rep
in the loop. Those extra dollars that you get from the
manufacturer mean more radio commercials (frequency)
per schedule. More radio commercials (frequency) mean
more potential customers will hear your ads.

4

Jeff's Rule: Go out of your way to meet all
your clients' important manufacturing reps.
In the long run, ifyou can tap into those extra
dollars, you can generate big sales for your
retailer and your radio station.
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By being with Joe under these circumstances and
working through problems together by providing positive
alternatives and solutions, apartnership of trust and success
is being built. Joe sees that you really care about his
business and success. You can move full speed ahead
working out the details for Joe's future advertising plans.

Jeff's Rule: Always work closely with the
client to build trust. Trust establishes longterm relationships and makes for happy
clients.

You leave Joe on ahopeful note and return to the radio
station to put together arevised plan for success. This time
you will take much more time to develop a workable
comprehensive plan. When it's completed, it's time to go
back to Joe's store and present the new advertising radio
plan. Good job!
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Other Areas for Potential Dollars and
Seeing aChallenge for What It Is:
Non-Active Bad Debt Accounts
As anew account executive, besides prospecting, your
manager will likely give you apile of folders of non-active
and bad debt accounts. He or she will be watching closely
to see if you are capable of turning them around. Don't
think of this task as drudgery. Opportunity awaits you. It's
your chance to break through. It's the challenge you have
been waiting for.
Selling an advertiser doesn't always run smoothly. For
example, you have to know what to do when your manager
gives you abad debt account. As always, begin by doing
your homework by finding out the following:
• How long was the client on the air?
• How late were his or her payments usually?
• What were all the reasons and problems this client
had with your radio station? Why did he default? In
the files check notes and other correspondence that
could explain what went wrong. It is important to
check with the business manager, too, to see what
insights he or she might have.
• Check with the sales manager and other sales reps
as well to see if they can shed any new light on this
problem account.
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Once you've gathered up all the information, schedule
another appointment with the client. Use all the skills
you've learned for good prospecting and account servicing
to deal with this problem account. For example, if your
client resists scheduling an appointment, then say you'll
be in the neighborhood that week and you'll drop in.
When you do meet up with the bad-debt guy, remember,
he's feeling guilty so he'll likely attack you verbally. Be
prepared to be snarled at. Let the client know that you are
very sorry that he or she had trouble with your station.
Explain to the client that if you're given another chance,
you know you can turn the situation around and give
business a boost. Be optimistic. Act confidently. Be
prepared for the client to do abit more venting. Remain
cool and, again, ask your client to give you and the radio
station another chance. Offer some different advertising
plans and some added value on-air features. Most of the
time aproblem client will give you the opportunity to try
again. Clients want their business to succeed, and since
they used radio before to promote their business, they're
likely to do it again with the right kind of persuasion. Be
the right kind of persuasion by being atrustworthy rep.
Clients only buy from sellers they trust.

Jeff's Rule: Be prepared to be snarled at, but
know that most of the time problem clients
will give you the opportunity to try again once
you have gained their trust.
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Learning is anever ending process. From what you've
learned so far from the VibeMaster, here are some extra
tips that restate some of Jeff's Rules:
• Develop agood business relationship with clients.
• Demonstrate that you care about their business.
• Follow through on each detail from start to finish.
• Service your accounts thoroughly and consistently.
• Collect money on time.

In Review
If you learn the basic rules and tips set forth in You Can
Sell Air, you are walking Jeff's roadway to success. Get
the most out of these rules and tips beginning with good
orientation. Do your homework thoroughly. Put your
energy to work prospecting. Nail those crucial sales
appointments. Ask the tough questions. Visualize and role
play clients' wishes and objections in good and bad retail
situations. Learn from experienced sellers how they've
been successful. Above all, use common sense and build
trust as you proceed logically and become aconfident new
account executive with along, rewarding career in retail
radio sales.
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One More Time for Jeff's Rules:
• Jeff's Rule: The easiest and most direct way to close
new business leads is to apply category prospecting
and selling.
• Jeff's Rule: Learn to ask questions; don't be afraid
to ask. If you don't ask, you won't learn. If you don't
learn, you can't succeed.
• Jeff's Rule: In aretail store situation, nine times out
of ten or more, the owner makes the advertising
decisions. Be sure to get the appointment with the
owner or owners.
• Jeff's Rule: Always be ready to present and close
new clients. Never be without abroadcast calendar,
anotepad, acalculator, and apositive attitude with
energy and enthusiasm.
• Jeff's Rule: Never assume an automatic close.
Otherwise, you'll be ared-faced rep.
• Jeff's Rule: Always keep the
retailer as your client.
Never walk away
from aretail client.
Never give total
control to a retail
advertising agency.
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• Jeff's Rule: A face-to-face appointment gives you
and your radio station abig advantage. GET IN
FRONT OF THE CLIENT.
• Jeff's Rule: Really listen to your clients' words and
tone. If you understand their needs, you will be able
to deliver successful results. Read your clients'
needs; read your clients' conversation. Read your
client!
• Jeff's Rule: Always grow and expand with your
retailer. This will give you lots to talk about.
• Jeff's Rule: Chit-chat is really important. It's what
establishes, enhances, and maintains rapport and
trust.
• Jeff's Rule: Do as much fact-finding as you can.
The more you know about your client's business,
the easier you will be able to get them on the radio.
• Jeff's Rule: Always come to an agreement with your
retailer on what realistic results are for the retailer's
success.
• Jeff's Rule: The fastest way to close adeal is to
have plenty of good ideas and to be able to present
them clearly.
• Jeff's Rule: The most important element with aretail
client is to build trust between rep and client.
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• Jeff's Rule: Remember, make sure your promotional
ideas mimic your retailers' demographics and
psychographics. Know your retailers' customers and
know your retailers' manufacturer representatives.
Ask for a list of the phone numbers of all their
important manufacturer representatives.
• Jeff's Rule: Make sure you get back to your client
with adetailed written proposal and spec spot no
later than 48 hours, and continue to work out the
details of the radio plan together.
• Jeff's Rule: In a60 second commercial, name and
location should be announced aminimum of three
or four times, if not more.
• Jeff's Rule: Go out of your way to meet all your
clients' important manufacturing reps. In the long
run, if you can tap into those extra dollars, you can
generate big sales for your retailer and your radio
station.
• Jeff's Rule: Always work closely with the client to
build trust. Trust establishes long-term relationships
and makes for happy clients.
• Jeff's Rule: Be prepared to be snarled at, but know
that most of the time problem clients will give you
the opportunity to try again once you have gained
their trust.
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Conclusion
Now that you have read You Can Sell Air, you know
what the VibeMaster knows: The key to success in radio
sales depends on how you get the job done. This will require
both skill and conunon sense. Start building your career
and reputation NOW, and do it with the many blessings
and best wishes from the VibeMaster, Jeff.
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Glossary of Terms
1.

Added Value: Usually afree, on-air feature that asales
rep will include in his or her sales proposal to help
close the deal.

2.

Arbitron: The most widely-accepted method of
surveying and rating audience listening habits in
individual markets (also known as the Metro Survey
Area).

3.

Bad Debt Accounts: Inactive accounts with unpaid
balances from previous on-air air schedules.

4.

Category Prospecting: Seeking advertisers with
products or services of interest to your target audience.

5.

Charge-backs: Commissions earned that the
salesperson will generally lose if the balance due is
not paid by the client within 90 days.

6.

Continuity Form: The form you complete to notify
the traffic director of start and stop dates, and
commercial or commercials to rotate during the
contract period.

7.

Co-op: The amount of dollars retailers receive from
manufacturers toward the on-air flight schedule.

8.

Deejay: disc jockey or DJ—commonly known today
as an on-air personality.
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9.

Demographics: Statistical characteristics of alistening
audience that can include age and gender

10.

Frequency: How often acommercial airs during the
radio flight schedule.

11.

K)00C/W300C: With loocx, the K denotes how all
radio stations are listed west of the Mississippi; with
WXXX, the W denotes how all the radio stations are
listed east of the Mississippi.

12.

Media Mix: The combination of advertising mediums
that an advertiser uses in aspecific campaign (for
example, an advertiser might use radio, tv, bus signs
and billboards to advertise his product or service).

13.

Metro Survey Area: The primary reporting area for
local radio (for example, the metro survey area for
San Jose, California would be Santa Clara County,
not just the city of San Jose).

14.

Psychographics: Qualitative profiles that can be
further defined by income, education, life-style
activities, and consumer habits.

15.

Radio Flight Schedule: The amount of air time aclient
buys to get his message delivered to that particular
listening audience (in other words, when the client
wants his commercials to be aired).

16.

Spec Spot: The spec spot is asample commercial
produced by the radio station to give the potential
client an idea of what his final commercial might
sound like.
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Appendix A
Sales Proposal
A written proposal will have all the details that you
discussed with your retailer to achieve their advertising
objectives.

Cover Sheet
Presented To: Client's Name
Presented By: Your name and position
Date:
Feature/Advantage/Benefit Sheet
"KXXX/WXXX has a "win-win" promotional
department which will assist you in creating promotions
that increase awareness and traffic at (retailer's name).
Demographic Rankers
(see Arbitron book)
Psychographics or Qualitative Sheet
Suggested Schedule on aReach & Frequency Sheet
Closing or Summary Sheet
KXXX/WXXX and (retailer's name) come together to
build awinning team in (year), moving product off the
shelf and making the cash register ring!
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